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Stone effect
Slate PI 4044

The innovative trend
of Italian style

“Evolution is the basis
of every great change.
Our mission at VIRAG
is to evolve by designing
and producing innovative
products that keep pace
with our changing times.
Products that guarantee
high quality, durability, low
maintenance and easy
installation for our
customers.”
Luigi Virag. Founder

Virag and the culture
of materials

FORTY YEARS
OF EXPERIENCE
Forty years of experience in ﬂooring
technology from an Italian company
that has become a respected
leading producer of ﬂooring for
European and international
commercial markets.
In-depth knowledge of the most
innovative materials and a constant
search for the latest style, color
and texture trends.
A background of experience that
has allowed Virag to develop the
Evolution brand LVT ﬂoor system
that combines superior
performance, functionality
and aesthetichs, supported by an
efﬁcient logistic system.
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Virag, the new
dimension of
commercial ﬂooring
ITALIAN
DESIGN
Italian design and creativity make
Evolution a unique and exciting ﬂoor
product line available in a
range of wood, stone, metal &
natural styles combined with the
durability of commercial-grade LVT.
Designed for medium and heavy
trafﬁc interiors including multi-unit
residential projects, private
homes, ofﬁces, retail shops,
cinemas, medical and dental
clinics, hospitals, places of worship,
showrooms, restaurants, coffee
shops & fast food establishments,
airports, supermarkets and
department stores.

With a complete range of styles
and custom design possibilities, the
Evolution ﬂoor system combines
a world of emotions, with high
performance, low maintenance and
fast installation.
Evolution is a ﬂoor system
engineered to be easy to install and
maintain, tested to meet or exceed
stringent international certiﬁcations.
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Evolution Tack Dry
Lava Effect
Grey blue TD 4051
457.2 x 914.4 mm - 18 x 36 inches

Evolution
line
SIX COLLECTIONS
FOR ALL YOUR REQUIREMENTS
Six different collections with
specially developed colors, styles
and textures to satisfy every need,
ranging from commercial, public
buildings, marine to
residential.

LVT collection for residential use. Thickness: 2 mm

LVT design collection for areas subject to heavy trafﬁc. Thickness: 2,5 mm

TACK DRY is an innovative LVT collection with an installation system
with micro-suction cups, glue free. Thickness: 4 mm

EvoClick is the LVT line of ﬂooring with the advantages of a glueless
installation, joining the planks perfectly together. Thickness: 5 mm

Evo Facile is the LVT line of ﬂooring with the advantages
of a self-adhesive plank, without the additional use of glue. Thickness: 2 mm

LVT certiﬁed collection for naval use. Thickness: 2,5 mm
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Product’s composition
Heavy-duty multi-layer resilient structure

Textured pure
PVC Layer

Printed PVC
decorative
ﬁlm

Stabilizing anti
torsion layer
Backing layer for
bonding to sub-ﬂoor

Use
The Evolution product line is designed for medium and heavy trafﬁc interiors
including multi-unit residential projects, private homes, ofﬁces, retail shops,
cinemas, medical and dental clinics, hospitals, places of worship, showrooms,
restaurants, coffee shops & fast food establishments,airports, supermarkets
and department stores. Evolution Marina is speciﬁcally designed and certiﬁed
for naval use.
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Product’s composition
Heavy-duty multi-layer
resilient structure

Textured
pure
PVC Layer
Printed PVC
decorative
ﬁlm

Stabilizing
ﬁberglass
layer
Backing layer for
bonding to sub-ﬂoor

Use
EVO CLICK is the vinyl LVT DESIGN RESILIENT FLOORING line that combines the strength
and the aesthetic qualities of PVC to the advantages of glueless installation with perfect
ﬁt between the planks. Highly resistant, is a line of ﬂooring not only ideal for use
in residential, but also for the commercial and light industrial ofﬁces, public areas
of public buildings such as hospitals, sports facilities, schools, supermarkets.
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Product’s composition

Structured
pure PVC
layer
PVC
ﬁlm

Anti-torsion
stabilizing
layer
Self-adhesive
layer

Use
EVOFACILE is the vinyl LVT DESIGN RESILIENT FLOORING line that combines the strength
and the aesthetic qualities of PVC to the advantages of bonding with permanent adhesive
planks, without the additional use of glue. Highly resistant, is a line of ﬂooring ideal
for residential and light commercial use.
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Product’s composition

Structured
pure PVC
layer

PVC
ﬁlm

Anti-torsion
stabilizing
layer
Fiber glass
layer
Bonding layer with
micro-suction cups

Use
TACK DRY is the innovative and environmentally vinyl LVT DESIGN RESILIENT FLOORING
with an installation system with micro-suction cups, glue free. It’s a commercial-grade
LVT ﬂoor, made up of 5 layers laminated through hot pressing. It must be installed
on ﬂat, smooth, dry and compact subﬂoors. In addition to standard use in residential
and commercial areas, the product can be removed and repositioned several times:
for this reason it is suitable for raised ﬂoors and platforms in a fair.
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Innovative vinyl ﬂooring suitable for residential use.
Available in wood effect in classic colours as well as in the Stone
and Tendency versions.

Detail of ﬁnish Scale 1:1

Orthogonal view of planks side by side

Wood Effect
Grey Elm 7065
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Evolution Habitat
Wood Effect
Grey Elm 7065
152.4 x 914.4 mm - 6 x 36 inches

Wood

Effect

Plank
152.4 x 914.4 mm - 6 x 36 inches

Oak 7083

Cherry 7055

American Oak 7086

White Oak 7058

Pickled Oak 7059
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Wood

Effect

Plank
152.4 x 914.4 mm - 6 x 36 inches

Bleached Elm 7064

Grey Elm 7065

Siberian Oak 7062

Fossil Oak 7063

Metallized Ebony 7054
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Tendency

Rectangular Tile 457.2 x 914.4 mm - 18 x 36 inches

Checker Plate 7100

Cloud 7102

Zerbino 7103

Slate 7106
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Stone

Effect

Square Tile 457.2 x 457.2 mm - 18 x 18 inches

Arena 7751

Grigio 7753
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Technical data

Material description
Vinyl ﬂooring made up as follows:
• polyurethane coating ﬁnished surface
• wear resistant top layer in pure transparent PVC
0.30 mm
• printed layer in pure PVC 0.07 mm
(printed with innovative techniques)
• interlayer in PVC 0.82 mm
• back layer in PVC 0.81 mm.
These layers are assembled via
non continuous hot press.
Installation
Laying surface must be level, smooth, dry, solid,
free from grease and cracks and retain these
characteristics over time.
During installation, room temperature must be
at least +18°C and must remain such for at least
2 days after installation is ﬁnished.
The ﬂooring is laid by spreading glue onto the surface
using appropriate adhesives and following the adhesive
manufacturer’s instructions.
Maximum allowed residual moisture for concrete
ﬂoor is ≤ 2%. Remove cartons from pallet.
Allow to acclimatize for 48 hours in the rooms
where it will be installed.
Use fast-grip acrylic adhesive such as Ultrabond
Eco 360 by Mapei and follow manufacturers
recommendations.
If ﬂooring is to be laid on surfaces with no basement or
crawl space, the surface may need waterproof coating.
Technical specifications item
HABITAT - design resilient ﬂooring is an innovative
LVT (Luxury Vinyl Tile) ﬂoor. This heterogeneous vinyl
ﬂoor is made up of four hot-pressed coupled layers
with a 0.30 mm pure PVC (PUR) ﬁnishing wear layer.
It must be laid on plain, smooth, dry, compact
and dust-free subﬂoors, and glued to the ground
with a suitable Ultrabond Eco 360 glue by Mapei
or any other glue recommended by Virag according
to the subﬂoor characteristics.
It is ideal for residential refurbishment projects, hotel
rooms, nursing homes, moderate foot trafﬁc commercial
areas and all those surfaces requiring a high
wear-resistant ﬂoor that also looks good. Being very
thin (2 mm), it does not require any adjustments
of doors, armoured door or French window heights.
It is extremely easy to clean and maintain thanks to
the PUR surface ﬁnish; all it takes is a low foam alkaline
detergent from the range recommended by Virag.

Wear layer thickness

0.30 mm

Overall thickness

2.0 mm

Weight approx.

3.5 kg/m2

Residual indentation

0.05 mm (EN 433)

Light fastness
> 7 blue scale

max 8
(EN ISO 105-B02)

Slip Resistance

R9 (DIN 51130 AS)

Thermal conduction
coefﬁcient

0.014 m2 h °C/Kcal
(DIN 52612)

Dielectric test performance
- volumetric resistance
- surface resistance

1010 Ohm (DIN 51953)
1011 Ohm (DIN 51953)

Impact sound reduction

5 db (EN 180 712-2)

Reaction to ﬁre

Bfl-s1 (EN 1350-1)

Dimensional stability
length and width

< 0,1 (EN 434)

Resistance to chemicals
resistant to oils, fats,
detergents, to most diluted
chemicals

(EN 423)

Castor chair test

suitable (EN 425)

Abrasion resistance TABER test weight loss
0,122 gr/1000 cycles with H. 18 wheel weighting
500 gr. In comparison, real stones have a weight loss
of 0,2 - 0,3 gr/1000 cycles with the same wheel.
Underﬂoor heating

suitable

Plank
pieces each box
sqm each box

152.4 x 914.4 mm
36
5.02

Rectangular Tile
pieces each box
sqm each box

457.2 x 914.4 mm
12
5.02

Square Tile
pieces each box
sqm each box

457.2 x 457.2 mm
24
5.02

The manufacturer reserves the right to make changes
to the product speciﬁcations without prior notice.

DE

7

EN 14041
SYSTEM 3

RZ

VOC EMISSIONS
<70 μg/m3
TVOC at 28 days

REACH REGISTRATION EVALUATION AUTHORIZATION OF CHEMICALS
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Vinyl ﬂooring in trendy colours, available in a wide range
of smooth and textured ﬁnishes also with metal inclusions.

Detail of ﬁnish Scale 1:1

Orthogonal view of tile side by side

Lava Effect
Ramato Lava LV 4052
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Evolution trend
Lava Effect
Ramato Lava LV 4052
457.2 x 914.4 mm - 18 x 36 inches

Classic Wood
Plank
152.4 x 914.4 mm - 6 x 36 inches

Grey Oak LC 4159

Oak LC 4153

American Cherry LC 4154

Pickled Ash LC 4162

Teak LC 4157
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Effect

Wood Rustic

Effect

Super Plank
184.2 x 1219.2 mm - 7.25 x 48 inches

Grey Oak PR 4210

White Oak PR 4211

French Oak PR 4214

Oiled Pine PR 4216

Dark Teak PR 4217

Grey Oak PR 4219

Ash Oak PR 4221
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Evolution Trend
Tendency
Variegated Silver T 001
457.2 x 914.4 mm - 18 x 36 inches

Stone

Effect

Square Tile 457.2 x 457.2 mm - 18 x 18 inches

Millstone PI 4042

Lava

Slate PI 4044

Effect

Rectangular Tile 457.2 x 914.4 mm - 18 x 36 inches

Grey Blue Lava LV 4051

Ramato Lava LV 4052
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Tendency

Rectangular Tile 457.2 x 914.4 mm - 18 x 36 inches

Variegated Silver T 001

Variegated Black T 002

Beige Cement T 005

Dark Cement T 006
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Technical data

Material description
Vinyl ﬂooring made up as follows:
• polyurethane coating ﬁnished surface
• wear resistant top layer in pure transparent PVC
0.55 mm
• printed layer in pure PVC 0.07 mm
(printed with innovative techniques)
• interlayer in PVC 0.94 mm
• back layer in PVC 0.94 mm.
These layers are assembled via
non continuous hot press.
Installation
Laying surface must be level, smooth, dry, solid,
free from grease and cracks and retain these
characteristics over time.
During installation, room temperature must be
at least +18°C and must remain such for at least
2 days after installation is ﬁnished.
The ﬂooring is laid by spreading glue onto the surface
using appropriate adhesives and following the adhesive
manufacturer’s instructions.
Maximum allowed residual moisture for concrete
ﬂoor is ≤ 2%. Remove cartons from pallet.
Allow to acclimatize for 48 hours in the rooms
where it will be installed.
Use fast-grip acrylic adhesive such as Ultrabond
Eco 360 by Mapei and follow manufacturers
recommendations.
If ﬂooring is to be laid on surfaces with no basement or
crawl space, the surface may need waterproof coating.
Specifications
TREND - design resilient ﬂooring is an innovative
LVT (Luxury Vinyl Tile) ﬂoor. This heterogeneous vinyl
ﬂoor is made up of four hot-pressed coupled layers
with a 0.55 mm pure PVC (PUR) ﬁnishing wear layer.
It must be laid on plain, smooth, dry, compact
and dust-free subﬂoors, and glued to the ground
with a suitable Ultrabond Eco 360 glue by Mapei
or any other glue recommended by Virag according
to the subﬂoor characteristics.
It is ideal for residential and commercial refurbishment
projects in shopping centres, department stores,
cinemas, theatres, schools, hospital common areas,
public ofﬁces and all those surfaces requiring a high
wear-resistant ﬂoor that also looks good.
Being very thin (2 mm), it does not require any
adjustments of doors, armoured door or French
window heights.
It is extremely easy to clean and maintain thanks to
the PUR surface ﬁnish; all it takes is a low foam alkaline
detergent from the range recommended by Virag.

Wear layer thickness

0.55 mm

Overall thickness

2.5 mm

Weight approx.

4.5 kg/m2

Residual indentation

0.06 mm (EN 433)

Light fastness
> 7 blue scale

max 8
(EN ISO 105-B02)

Slip Resistance

R9 (DIN 51130 AS)

Thermal conduction
coefﬁcient

0.014 m2 h °C/Kcal
(DIN 52612)

Dielectric test performance
- volumetric resistance
- surface resistance

1010 Ohm (DIN 51953)
1011 Ohm (DIN 51953)

Impact sound reduction

6 db (EN 180 712-2)

Reaction to ﬁre

Bfl-s1 (EN 1350-1)

Dimensional stability
length and width

< 0,1 (EN 434)

Resistance to chemicals
resistant to oils, fats,
detergents, to most diluted
chemicals

(EN 423)

Castor chair test

suitable (EN 425)

Abrasion resistance TABER test weight loss
0,122 gr/1000 cycles with H. 18 wheel weighting
500 gr. In comparison, real stones have a weight loss
of 0,2 - 0,3 gr/1000 cycles with the same wheel.
Underﬂoor heating

suitable

Plank
pieces each box
sqm each box

152.4 x 914.4 mm
24
3.34

Super Plank
pieces each box
sqm each box

184.2 x 1219.2 mm
15
3.37

Rectangular Tile
pieces each box
sqm each box

457.2 x 914.4 mm
8
3.34

Square Tile
pieces each box
sqm each box

457.2 x 457.2 mm
16
3.34

The manufacturer reserves the right to make changes
to the product speciﬁcations without prior notice.

DGJ RZ

7

EN 14041
SYSTEM 3

VOC EMISSIONS
<55 μg/m3
TVOC at 28 days

REACH REGISTRATION EVALUATION AUTHORIZATION OF CHEMICALS
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TACK DRY is an innovative loose-lay LVT ﬂooring, with a removable
installation system with micro-suction cups and glue free. Its technical
features make it suitable for installation on raised ﬂoors.
NO ADHESIVE NEEDED!

Detail of ﬁnish Scale 1:1

Orthogonal view of planks side by side

Wood Effect
Grey Oak TD 4219
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Evolution Tack Dry
Wood Effect
Grey Oak TD 4219
184.2 x 1219.2 mm - 7.25 x 48 inches

Wood

Effect

Super Plank
184.2 x 1219.2 mm - 7.25 x 48 inches

Grey Maple TD 4210

Grey Oak TD 4219

French Oak TD 4214

American Walnut TD 4213

Black Oak TD 4220

Pickled Oak TD 4286
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Stone

Effect

Square Tile
457.2 x 457.2 mm - 18 x 18 inches

Beige porphyry TD 4075

Brown porphyry TD 4074

Rectangular Tile
457.2 x 914.4 mm - 18 x 36 inches

Slate TD 4044
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Rectangular Tile
457.2 x 914.4 mm - 18 x 36 inches

Lava

Effect

Grey Blue TD 4051

Tendency

Grey Cement TD 004
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Super Tile
914.4 x 914.4 mm - 36 x 36 inches

Tendency

Grey TD 9101

Betunium TD 9102
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Super Tile
914.4 x 914.4 mm - 36 x 36 inches

Tendency

Charcoal TD 9103

Grey textile TD 9151
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Super Tile
914.4 x 914.4 mm - 36 x 36 inches

Tendency

Greige textile TD 9152

Brown textile TD 9153
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Evolution Tack Dry
Super Tile
Grey TD 9101
914.4 x 914.4 mm - 36 x 36 inches

4
x 914,
914,4

mm

Technical data

Material description
Vinyl ﬂooring made up as follows:
• polyurethane coating ﬁnished surface
• wear resistant top layer in pure transparent PVC
0.55 mm
• printed layer in pure PVC 0.10 mm
• stabilizing anti torsion layer 2.05 mm
• stabilizing ﬁbreglass sheet 0.10 mm
• bonding back layer with micro-suction cups 0.20 mm.
These layers are assembled via
non continuous hot press.
Installation
The installation, really fast, without glue, is possible
to be made on all surfaces smooth, compact and free
of dust (cement, concrete, resin ﬂoors, marble,
ceramic, wood and so on). Even after years of use,
thanks to its high resistance, the ﬂoor can be
repositioned for new use; furthermore, in areas of the
ﬂooring subjected to heavy trafﬁc such as corridors,
entrances and areas where people stand, micro-suction
technology allows easy removal and replacement
of individual deteriorated planks.
CAUTION:
Evolution LVT collectionis a termoplastic ﬂooring,
expansion and contraction of the ﬂoor tiles is possible.
NOTE:
When laying ﬂoor adjacent to glass doors, we
recommend the installation of a thermal break where
the ﬂooring is directly adjacent to doors.
Specifications
TACK DRY - design resilient ﬂooring is an innovative
LVT (Luxury Vinyl Tile) ﬂoor. This heterogeneous vinyl
ﬂoor is made up of 5 hot-pressed coupled layers for
a total thickness of 4 mm, with a 0.55 mm pure PVC
ﬁnishing wear layer and a micro suction cup ﬁxing
system that makes it glue-free, removable and
re-installable. TACK DRY must be laid on plain, smooth,
dry, compact and dust-free subﬂoor.
Thanks to the exclusive laying system, it can be installed
very quickly and is immediately suitable for foot trafﬁc.
It is ideal for residential and commercial refurbishment
projects in shopping centres, department stores,
cinemas, theatres, schools, hospital common areas,
public ofﬁces and all those surfaces requiring a high
wear-resistant ﬂoor that also looks good.
As it can be removed, it is particularly suitable for
professional use, e.g. raised ﬂoor and temporary
installation in booths and exhibition facilities.
Installed in high-trafﬁc areas, it replaces single planks
without having to change the entire ﬂooring system.
It is extremely easy to clean and maintain thanks to
the PUR surface ﬁnish; all it takes is a low foam alkaline
detergent from the range recommended by Virag.

Wear layer thickness

0.55 mm

Overall thickness

4 mm

Weight approx.

7.55 kg/m2

Residual indentation

0.06 mm (EN 433)

Light fastness
> 7 blue scale

<7
(EN ISO 105-B02)

Slip Resistance

R9 (DIN 51130 AS)
DS (EN 13893)

Thermal conduction
coefﬁcient

0,014 m2 h °C/Kcal
(DIN 52612)

Dielectric test performance
- volumetric resistance
- surface resistance

1010 Ohm (DIN 51953)
1011 Ohm (DIN 51953)

Impact sound reduction

6 db (EN 180 712-2)

Reaction to ﬁre

Bfl-s1 (EN 1350-1)

Dimensional stability
length and width

< 0.1 (EN 434)

Resistance to chemicals
resistant to oils, fats,
detergents, to most diluted
chemicals

(EN 423)

Castor chair test

suitable (EN 425)

Abrasion resistance TABER test weight loss
0.122 gr/1000 cycles with H. 18 wheel weighting
500 gr. In comparison, real stones have a weight loss
of 0.2 - 0.3 gr/1000 cycles with the same wheel.
Underﬂoor heating

suitable

Super Plank
pieces each box
sqm each box

184.2 x 1219.2 mm
10
2.245

Super Tile
pieces each box
sqm each box

914.4 x 914.4 mm
4
3.34

Rectangular Tile
pieces each box
sqm each box

457.2 x 914.4 mm
8
3.34

Square Tile
pieces each box
sqm each box

457,2 x 457.2 mm
16
3.34

The manufacturer reserves the right to make changes
to the product speciﬁcations without prior notice.

DGJ RZ

7

EN 14041
SYSTEM 3

VOC EMISSIONS
<55 μg/m3
TVOC at 28 days

REACH REGISTRATION EVALUATION AUTHORIZATION OF CHEMICALS
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It is the LVT line of ﬂooring that combines the strength
and the aesthetic qualities of PVC to the advantages of glueless
installation with perfect ﬁt between the planks.

Detail of ﬁnish Scale 1:1

Orthogonal view of planks side by side

Wood Effect
Pickled Oak EC 5086
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Evolution Evoclick
Wood Effect
Pickled Oak EC 5086
Super Plank 178.1 x 1244.6 mm - 7 x 49 inch

Wood

Effect
Altezza 100 cm | Lunghezza 25 ml

Licence Number C3320

Super Plank
178.1 x 1244.6 mm - 7 x 49 inches

Speciﬁc underﬂoor

Natural Oak
EC 5081

White Oak
EC 5082

Grey Ash Oak
EC 5083

Grey Oak
EC 5084

Grey Oak Dark
EC 5085

Pickled Oak
EC 5086

Antique Oak
EC 5087

Black Oak
EC 5088
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Technical data

Material description
Vinyl ﬂooring made up as follows:
• structured pure PVC layer
• PVC ﬁlm
• stabilizing glass ﬁber layer
• back layer.

Wear layer

0.55 mm

Overall thickness

5 mm

Weight approx.

9.9 kg/m2

Light fastness

minimun 6
(EN 20105-B02)

These layers are assembled via non continuous hot press.

Slip resistance

R9 (DIN 51130 AS)

Reaction to ﬁre

Bfl-s1 (EN 1350-1)

Dimensional stability

0.15% (EN 434)

Abrasion resistance

0,007 gr/1000
bearing 100.000 cycles
(EN 660-1/-2)

Formaldeyde

E1

Underﬂoor heating

suitable

Super Plank
pieces each box
sqm each box

178.1 x 1244.6 mm
8
1.773

Specifications
EVOCLICK - design resilient ﬂooring is an innovative
LVT (Luxury Vinyl Tile) ﬂoor. This heterogeneous vinyl
ﬂoor is made up of four hot-pressed coupled layers
for a total thickness of 5 mm, with a 0.55 mm pure
PVC (PUR) ﬁnishing wear layer. It must be laid on plain,
smooth, dry and compact subﬂoor.
Floating installation with the exclusive UNICLIC
connection system, combining the advantages of dry
laying to the technical and aesthetic properties of PVC.
It is recommended to lay the Rollsoft underﬂoor between
the ﬂoor and the subﬂoor in order to even out any
imperfections in the screed and make the installation
process easier.
It is ideal for residential and commercial refurbishment
projects in shopping centres, department stores,
cinemas, theatres, schools, hospital common areas,
public ofﬁces and all those surfaces requiring
a high wear-resistant ﬂoor that also looks good.
It is extremely easy to clean and maintain thanks to
the PUR surface ﬁnish; all it takes is a low foam alkaline
detergent from the range recommended by Virag.

The manufacturer reserves the right to make changes
to the product speciﬁcations without prior notice.

DGJ ZRe

7

EN 14041
SYSTEM 3

VOC EMISSIONS
<55 μg/m3
TVOC at 28 days

REACH REGISTRATION EVALUATION AUTHORIZATION OF CHEMICALS
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Evofacile is the vinyl DESIGN RESILIENT FLOORING line of ﬂooring
that combines the strength and the aesthetic qualities of PVC
to the advantages of bonding with permanent adhesive planks,
without the additional use of glue.

Detail of ﬁnish Scale 1:1

Orthogonal view of planks side by side

Wood Effect
Natural Oak FA 2081
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Evolution Evo Facile
Wood Effect
Natural Oak FA 2081
Plank 152.4 x 914.4 mm - 6 x 36 inch

Wood

Effect

Plank 152.4 x 914.4 mm - 6 x 36 inches

Natural Oak FA 2081

White Oak FA 2082

Grey Ash Oak FA 2083

Grey Oak FA 2084

Grey Oak Dark FA 2085

Pickled Oak FA 2086

Antique Oak FA 2087
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Technical data

Material description
Vinyl ﬂooring made up as follows:
• structured pure PVC layer
• PVC ﬁlm
• anti-torsion stabilizing layer
• self-adhesive layer.

Wear layer

0.15 mm

Overall thickness

2 mm

Weight approx.

4.0 kg/m2

Light fastness

minimun 6
(EN 20105-B02)

These layers are assembled via non continuous hot press.

Slip resistance

R9 (DIN 51130 AS)

Reaction to ﬁre

Bfl-s1 (EN 1350-1)

Dimensional stability

0.20% (EN 434)

Abrasion resistance

0.007 gr/1000
bearing 100.000 cycles
(EN 660-1/-2)

Formaldeyde

E1

Underﬂoor heating

suitable

Plank
pieces each box
sqm each box

152.4 x 914.4 mm
16
2.23

Specifications
EVOFACILE - design resilient ﬂooring is an innovative
LVT (Luxury Vinyl Tile) ﬂoor. This heterogeneous vinyl
ﬂoor is made up of four hot-pressed coupled layers
with a 0.15 mm pure PVC (PUR) ﬁnishing wear layer.
It must be laid on plain, smooth, dry, compact and
dust-free subﬂoors. Permanent glue installation;
the planks are self-adhesive and do not require to use
any other glues.
It is ideal for residential refurbishment projects,
hotel rooms, nursing homes, moderate foot trafﬁc
commercial areas and all those surfaces requiring
a high wear-resistant ﬂoor that also looks good.
Being very thin (2 mm), it does not require any
adjustments of doors, armoured door or French
window heights.
It is extremely easy to clean and maintain thanks to
the PUR surface ﬁnish; all it takes is a low foam alkaline
detergent from the range recommended by Virag.

The manufacturer reserves the right to make changes
to the product speciﬁcations without prior notice.

DE ZRe

7

EN 14041
SYSTEM 3

VOC EMISSIONS
<70 μg/m3
TVOC at 28 days

REACH REGISTRATION EVALUATION AUTHORIZATION OF CHEMICALS
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The technical vinyl ﬂooring certiﬁed for “Naval Use” perfect for sailing craft.

Detail of ﬁnish Scale 1:1

Orthogonal view of planks side by side

Classic Wood Effect
European Walnut Clear MA 9408
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Evolution Marina
Classic Wood Effect
European Walnut Clear MA 9408
Plank 152.4 x 914.4 mm - 6 x 36 inches

Classic Wood
Plank 152.4 x 914.4 mm - 6 x 36 inches

Natural Oak MA 9401

Dark Oak MA 9402

Antique White Oak MA 9403

Dark Grey Oak MA 9404

Panga panga MA 9406

European Walnut Clear MA 9408

Mahogany MA 9407

Merbau MA 9405
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Effect

Stone

Effect

Square Tile 457.2 x 457.2 mm - 18 x 18 inches

Trani Biancone MA 9302

Carrera MA 9303

Tramonto MA 9301

Grey Lava MA 9304
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Technical data
Material description
Vinyl ﬂooring made up as follows:
• polyurethane foam ﬁnished surface
• wear resistant top layer
in pure transparent PVC 0,55 mm
• printed layer in pure PVC 0,07 mm
(printed with innovative techniques)
• interlayer in PVC 0,94 mm
• underﬂoor in PVC 0,94 mm.
These layers are assembled via
non continuous hot press.
Installation
Laying surface must be level, smooth, dry, solid,
free from grease and cracks and retain these
characteristics over time.
During installation, room temperature must be
at least +18°C and must remain such for at least
2 days after installation is ﬁnished.
The ﬂooring is laid by spreading glue onto the surface
using appropriate adhesives and following the adhesive
manufacturer’s instructions.
Maximum allowed residual moisture for concrete ﬂoor
is ≤ 2%. Remove cartons from pallet. Allow to
acclimatize for 48 hours in the rooms where it will be
installed.
Use fast-grip acrylic adhesive such as Ultrabond
Eco 360 by Mapei and follow manufacturers
recommendations.
If ﬂooring is to be laid on surfaces with no basement or
crawl space, the surface may need waterproof coating.
Specifications
MARINA - design resilient ﬂooring is an innovative
LVT (Luxury Vinyl Tile) ﬂoor. This heterogeneous vinyl
ﬂoor is made up of four hot-pressed coupled layers with
a 0.55 mm pure PVC (PUR) ﬁnishing wear layer.
It must be laid on plain, smooth, dry, compact
and dust-free subﬂoors, and glued to the ground
with a suitable Ultrabond Eco 360 glue by Mapei
or any other glue recommended by Virag according
to the subﬂoor characteristics.
It is ideal for residential and commercial refurbishment
projects in shopping centres, department stores,
cinemas, theatres, schools, hospital common areas,
public ofﬁces and all those surfaces requiring a high
wear-resistant ﬂoor that also looks good.
Being very thin (2 mm), it does not require to adjust
door, armoured door or French window heights.
Moreover, the product is MED 0497/217/10 certiﬁed
as a Product for Marine Equipment, consistently
with the requirements set out under Annex A.1,
and in compliance with provisions set out under
the Marine Equipment Directive – MED 96/98/EC
as amended and supplemented.
It is extremely easy to clean and maintain thanks to
the PUR surface ﬁnish; all it takes is a low foam alkaline
detergent from the range recommended by Virag.

Wear layer thickness

0.55 mm

Overall thickness

2.5 mm

Weight approx.

4.5 kg/m2

Residual indentation

0.06 mm (EN 433)

Light fastness
> 7 blue scale

max 7
(EN ISO 105-B02)

Slip Resistance

R9 (DIN 51130 AS)

Thermal conduction
coefﬁcient

0.014 m2 h °C/Kcal
(DIN 52612)

Dielectric test performance
- volumetric resistance
- surface resistance

1010 Ohm (DIN 51953)
1011 Ohm (DIN 51953)

Impact sound reduction

6 db (EN 180 712-2)

Reaction to ﬁre

Bfl-s1 (EN 1350 -1)

Dimensional stability
length and width

< 0.1 (EN 434)

Resistance to chemicals
resistant to oils, fats,
detergents, to most diluted
chemicals

(EN 423)

Castor chair test

suitable (EN 425)

Abrasion resistance TABER test weight loss
0,122 gr/1000 cycles with H. 18 wheel weighting
500 gr. In comparison, real stones have a weight loss
of 0,2 - 0,3 gr/1000 cycles with the same wheel.
Underﬂoor heating

suitable

Plank
pieces each box
sqm each box

152.4 x 914.4 mm
24
3.34

Tile
pieces each box
sqm each box

457.2 x 457.2 mm
16
3.34

The manufacturer reserves the right to make changes
to the product speciﬁcations without prior notice.

DGJ RZ

7

EN 14041
SYSTEM 3

VOC EMISSIONS
<55 μg/m3
TVOC at 28 days

REACH REGISTRATION EVALUATION AUTHORIZATION OF CHEMICALS

CERTIFIED FOR NAVAL USE
MED/0497/217/10
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Maintenence guide
Evolution floors

This type of ﬂoor is given a polyurethane treatment to protect its
surface from dirt and scufﬁng and reduce the need for cleaning,
and is the foundation of its maintenance regime, with subsequent
advantages in terms of costs and environmental protection.
The maintenance instructions below aim at reducing costs to a
minimum without compromising the appearance of the ﬂoor in the
long run. After installing the ﬂoor, don’t walk on it for 24 hours and
wait for the adhesive to dry, then:
• remove all the debris and make sure that all the traces of dried
adhesive are removed from the ﬂoor surface
• sweep or vacuum clean the ﬂoor to remove dirt and residues
• wipe the ﬂoor with a wet mop and a neutral detergent
• if necessary, use a 1000 r.p.m. ﬂoor polisher ﬁtted with a
special pad.
Ordinary maintenance
The recommendations listed below are to be considered as
guidelines, so that the frequency of cleaning operations can be
changed in order to optimise the appearance of the ﬂoor.
Daily operations
• sweep or vacuum clean the ﬂoor to remove dust and dirt
• if necessary, remove resistant marks and stains with a neutral
detergent
• if necessary, use a ﬂoor polisher to ﬁnish the ﬂoor.
Weekly/monthly operations
• assess the appearance of the ﬂoor
• if necessary, use a washer-dryer ﬁtted with special pads and a
neutral detergent (pH da 7 a 9); if no such machine is available,
use a scrubbing brush
• if necessary, use a ﬂoor polisher to ﬁnish the ﬂoor.
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Evolution Tack Dry
Wood Effect
French Oak TD 4214
184.2 x 1219.2 mm - 7.25 x 48 inches

North American Distributor:
DESiNE Products Inc.
Fred Henderson
27 Cullum Drive
Carlisle ON. L0R 1H2
Tel +1 416 666 2770
fred@desineproducts.com
www.desineproducts.com

Virag S.r.l.
Via Torino 6
20063 Cernusco S/N (Milano) - Italy
Tel +39 02 929071
Fax +39 02 92907229 - 230
www.virag.com
www.evolution-virag.com
virag@virag.com

